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New book “Hummus” by food-photographer Aleksandr Slyadnev and Chef Aleksey Shvets is a
culinary story about old eastern dish made of chickpea. You can sell your soul for well-cooked
Hummus. Dish perfectly combines benefits, flavor and simple cooking process.Different and
easy recipes in the book will be interesting for those who has cooked and tried hummus, and
also for those, who hasn’t. Traditional opinion is that hummus is a cold appetizer. Authors of the
book will bust a myth. Only several additional ingredients and hummus turns into main
dish.Eastern Cuisine is full of secrets, old traditions and exotic customs. A rave of color, tastes,
flavors – it is a real hummus! Hummus recipe dates back to the reign of the Egyptian Queen
Nefertiti and keeps the secrets of generations.Spread hummus evenly on the plate, so that
edges turn into rim and lay in the middle… What? You’ll know in the new book!Best Hummus
Recipes in “Hummus”: little bit about food, East and love…



HummusSomething about Food, East and LoveAleksandr SlyadnevAleksey ShvetsPublished by
Aleksandr SlyadnevCopyright © Food’n’Chef Publishing. All rights reserved.This book is
copyright protected and intended for personal use only. You may not amend, distribute, sell, use,
quote or paraphrase any part of or any content within this book without the full consent of the
author, publishing company, and/or copyright owner. Making copies of these pages or any
portion for any purpose other than your personal use is a violation of United States copyright
laws.DisclaimerFood’n’Chef Publishing and it’s authors have used their best efforts in preparing
these pages and their publications. Food’n’Chef Publishing and it’s authors make no warranty of
any kind, expressed or implied, with regard to the information supplied.Limits of
liabilityFood’n’Chef Publishing and it’s authors shall not be liable in the event of incidental or
consequential damages in connection with, or arising out of, the providing of the information
offered here.Get a Free eCookbook by Food’n’Chef Project!Food’n’Chef presents you an
electronic book of Best Dessert Recipes from all over the world. Just subscribe and we’ll send
you our electronic book by e-mail. We publish really unique books by Best World Chefs. You
won’t find these recipes in Internet, because almost always it’s commercial confidentiality of
Chefs and restaurants. Thanks to our good relationships between Food’n’Chef and those people
and restaurants, you can cook these recipes at home.Are you still thinking? Urgently subscribe
and wait for book!Look for our most popular and unique book Table of ContentsAuthors
NoteChapter I: Inspiration of Eastern CuisineClassic HummusClassic Hummus with Tabbouleh
SaladClassic Hummus With Poached Egg Salad And Fried BaconChapter II: Chickpeas – Food
of Gods and the Oldest PeopleHot Pepper HummusHot Pepper Hummus With Tomato And
Basilic SalsaHot Pepper Hummus With Vinagrette Chapter III: History of hummus: mystery of
originOlive HummusOlive Hummus With Roasted Vegetables And FetaOlive And Basil Oil
HummusChapter IV: Open Sesame!Hummus With Sun-Dried Tomatoes And BasilHummus With
Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Basil, Tomato Concassé And PestoHummus With Sun-Dried Tomatoes,
Basil And Black Olive SalsaChapter V: Conquest of the WorldHorseradish HummusHorseradish
Hummus With Chiken Hearts, Bacon And CorianderHorseradish Hummus With
ChimichurriChapter VI: As Simple As LobioLobioLobio With Roasted Walnuts, Cilantro And
Olive OilLobio With Spicy Veal ForcemeatChapter VII: DalClassic DalDal With Spicy Clarified
Butter Ghee, Curry Leaves And GingerDal With Clarified Ginger-Garlic Ghee ButterChapter
VIII: Hummus – to avoid heartbreaksAcnowledgmentsAuthorsAuthor's NoteSometimes I think
food is something more than just ... food. This is a reflection of nation's development, culture,
aesthetics and traditions. Each dish has its own way in history, its own character and charisma.
During my shootings I try to detect associations that each culinary masterpiece leaves behind as
a trail. I try to understand, what a chef was thinking about, while creating the dish, what emotions
a restaurant customer will experience, when a waiter gracefully puts a plate in front of him.I like
the dishes that can be perceived and interpreted in different ways, because they form fine



cuisine in every culture. Every housewife cooks her own unique version of Ukrainian borsch, an
Italian cook has his signature pasta recipe, and in different Middle Eastern countries hummus is
prepared and served in a unique way with various spices, additional ingredients and
attributes.The decision to write a book about hummus made me rediscover this dish, fall in love
with Arabian chickpea spread and understand that Eastern cuisine is an inexhaustible source of
flamboyant and rich tastes. One can eat hummus for breakfast, lunch and dinner and never get
tired of it, because hummus recipe is just a basis for creative work and experiments.Hummus, a
handful of greens, a bit of olive oil and a piece of flatbread make a starter, hummus with
vegetables and meat – main course, hummus with eggs and salad – an ideal breakfast. No
comprehensive culinary skills are required to cook right hummus, all you need is attention to
details.Aleksey and me searched and tasted a lot to make this book. This is how recipes of
various dishes with hummus were born. We found out there were quite similar bean family
variations in other cuisines. Traditional Indian dal and Georgian lobio enriched the book with
sensation and zest. That is how we created something more than just a culinary or a recipe
book. Hummus is an exploration, attitude, approach to life and work, which we wanted to
share.Follow me, my reader, and I will share my passion and impulse with you! I will show, how
to cook hummus, what can be cooked with hummus, and what can enrich and vary
hummus.Chapter IInspiration of Eastern CuisineMiddle Eastern cuisine represents fading
influence of the European Mediterranean world and an outpost of Eastern culinary traditions. It
retains Mediterranean hints, but they are hardly noticeable. Instead, this cuisine offers loads of
greens, chickpeas, pastes, tahini and various syrups including flower ones.Gastronomy of the
Arab world has closely entwined with hot climate that shapes cuisine tendencies, traditions and
components. Cold appetizer is a basic element. Parties are started with meze; in addition, this
set of small spicy, hot and refreshing appetizers is served with drinks between main meals. This
food is designed for conversations and leisurely pace of life.Chickpeas, walnuts, aubergines
(eggplants), sesame paste tahini, bulgur, pomegranate juice, cilantro, mint, parsley – like small
bricks this variety of Eastern spices and condiments creates the temple of Middle Eastern
cuisine.One can hardly imagine an Eastern meal without a plate of hummus, several plates of
hummus to be precise. Classic hummus can be both a side dish and a main course. It can be
served as an appetizer, filling for pita or sauce for meat. Just try it!Classic
HummusIngredients:400g chickpeas 240g lemon juice160g tahini120ml
water10g soda5g saltPreparation:Soak the chickpeas in cold water overnight.Pour the water out
in the morning and add fresh water.Add the soda and boil for 90 minutes until the chickpeas
become completely soft.Blend the hot chickpeas in the blender until even consistency is
obtained, and pass through sieve.Add the tahini, salt, lemon juice and mix well, while gradually
adding small portions of water to get even and soft mixture.Serving:Transfer the hummus into
the centre of a plate.Spread evenly with the back of a spoon to make a border.Pour the olive oil
and sprinkle with paprika. Chef's tip:Any spices can be used in a classic recipe, depending on
taste preferences.In the Middle East, in those times, when there were no blenders and food



processors, chickpeas were peeled after soaking to obtain even consistency of hummus after
manual mashing.VariationsClassic hummus can be well combined with a great number of other
products and form the base for various dishes. Two variations – with Tabbouleh salad and
poached egg and bacon, which we have chosen for the book, – are ideal for breakfast. Arabian
Tabbouleh salad is made with burghul or couscous, but in our variation these ingredients are
substituted with hummus, creating light, but nutritious dish.Classic Hummus With Tabbouleh
SaladIngredients:250g classic hummus 1 bunch of spring onions1 Crimean onion 100g
parsley80g iceberg lettuce3 tomatoes2 cucumbers100ml olive oilLemon juice to tasteSalt and
pepper to taste Preparation of Tabbouleh:Chop the cucumbers and Crimean onion into small
cubes. Cut the tomatoes in four parts each, remove the core, chop in cubes. Chop the greens
and iceberg lettuce. Add the olive oil into the lemon juice. Mix all vegetables, season with oil, add
salt and pepper. Serving:Transfer the hummus into the centre of a plate. Spread evenly with the
back of a spoon to make a border. Put the Tabbouleh evenly into the centre and serve.Chef's
tip:Season the salad just before serving hummus.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great Book for Hummus lovers!. Best book about hummus recipes.
Good, interesting and understandable recipe book. Bright stories about hummus, about history
of that dish and absolutely gorgeous pictures. Everything is gathered here. I always associate
culinary books with just list of recipes. And I was surprised, that in this book "Hummus, Food,
East and Love", there are not only hummus recipes with incredible photos, and almost
adventure stories. You can find here classical hummus, dhal, lobio. You should try it! Thanks to
authors, really great job.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Almost all of them were with amount of useless information, I’m not
talking about photos and some .... Hummus is very popular dish, but when you start to research
about it, really hard to find something useful. Hummus is appetizer, Jewish food, nothing more.
But this little cook book is like a treasure! A lot of different recipes, not only of Hummus, but
lobio, dhal. Hummus here as independent dish. Recipes with great photos and interesting facts.
I’ve learned a lot about history of that dish. I totally recommend!”

Judie Stoddard, “endless varieties. even if I never actually mashed up the beans and made
hummus, just the combinations of spices and other ingredients would make any beans a
delightful cold salad or a hot bean dish. Photos are mouthwatering.”

Denys Z., “Nom Nom. Little number of authors write cook book with some fantasy. I can say that
this books really as fresh air in the big world of culinary books. You just travel with authors
thought the world of hummus recipes. It’s a journey to Middle East cuisine, where you learn a lot
of thing about Lobio recipes, Dhal recipes. One of the best cook book in my library.”

Reader, “is one of the most useful I’ve found. This culinary book, is one of the most useful I’ve
found. Really comfortable organization of the book gives an opportunity to learn about different
types of hummus. Here there are a big amount of unusual hummus recipes. Also hummus
presented as not only as light snack and easy appetizers for parties, it’s a main dish! My first
desire just after watching the photos was to go, to cook, to eat, as fast as possible!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Book with the soul. You know what hummus? Prior to buying and
reading the book, I also could not boast a deep knowledge. This book I really liked the way it
showed the author of a variety of hummus recipes, these recipes are seasoned with interesting
digressions and stories on hummus. Thank you for the book with the soul.”

Viktor Artyushchenko, “This book is a best friend of hummus fan. If you have a party with friends,
Hummus is one of the best quick snacks. First of all it’s unusual, next - is so delicious. Hummus
is absolutely great thing because it’s light but tasty and comfortable for party. In the culinary book



there are many different variations of Hummus recipes, and his «brothers» - dhal recipes, lobio
recipes. Here there are many useful information. Good choice!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Best!. Before reading the book I was absolutely sure, that Hummus is
just an appetizer, national food of Eastern cuisine and that’s all. It was my mistake! Absolutely
unexpected combinations, great recipes, new hummus ingredients. And photos are so great. I
think it’s hard to shoot Hummus in a tasty way. Buy and cook. Super cook book.”

The book by Aleksandr Slyadnev has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 19 people have provided feedback.
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